Abstract.
1. Introduction. Goflman and Waterman proved elegantly [1] that from a system of functions which is total in measure on [0, 1] , one may discard a suitable infinite subset without destroying totality. It is natural to ask "how many" functions may be discarded from specific systems or equivalently, how "thin" a subset can be and still be total in measure. In this regard, we have proved [2] that a system {yn.} of Walsh functions is total in measure on [0, 1] if it has density 1, where j .
,. ,.
A(«) denoting the number of indices nt for which n¡^n.
In this paper we show there are actually Walsh families of density zero that are total in measure on [0, 1] , and that the same is true for the trigonometric and Haar functions:
Theorem.
There exist subsets of density zero of the Walsh functions, the trigonometric functions {cos 2-nnx, sin 2-rrnx}, and the Haar functions that are total in measure on [0, 1].
We shall give separate proofs for the three systems in the next three sections.
Notation.
If O is a set of functions, L(<t>) will denote the set of all finite real linear combinations of elements of O. The word "total" will always mean "total in measure".
2. Walsh functions. We use a well-known property of the Dirichlet kernels of the Walsh system:
Clearly gn(x)-*l in measure on [0, 1].
We define * f"(x) = gn(2"2x) = 2 V,(2n x). where d¿ix) is the ith dyadic digit of x. Thus |£J =2~k. Because of (a) and (b), each En is defined by conditions on different sets of dyadic digits, hence the En are independent sets. Since there are 2k sets En for each k,
